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statistics is M. G, MulhalPs Dictionary of Statistics (4th edn., 1899).
A valuable continuation of it, the New Dictionary of Statistics by
A. D. Webb, appeared in 1911.
(b)	population.   The primary sources are the decennial
census reports and the annual reports of the registrar-general.
With the development of public health administration, however,
the study of death-rates and, to a less extent, of birth-rates became
local as well as national; and much may be learned from the
annual reports of the more enterprising local medical officers of
health as well as (after 1908) from those of the medical officer to
the Local Government Board. Useful books are: The Population
Problem (1922), by A. M. Carr-Saunders; Population (1923) by
Harold Wright; and The Declining Birth-Rate (1916) edited by
Sir James Marchant. The last gives the Report and Evidence of a
non-official but very influential 'National Birth-Rate Commis-
sion', which sat during 1913-15 and heard highly important
witnesses; and includes a bibliography of French, German, and
some American writings. In addition there is an extensive litera-
ture on the subject termed eugenics, starting from F, Galton's
Hereditary Genius (1869) and continued most notably by him and
by Prof, Karl Pearson; see the publications of the Eugenics
Education Society, and K. Pearson's periodical Biometrika.
(c)	banking and finance. For the ways of finance in the City
during this period, the best general authority is Ellis T. Powell's
The Evolution of the Money Market (1915). The standard account
of the Bank of England by A. Andreades does not come down far
enough in the century to help us. But there is a more recent book
which does—7fo Bank of England from Within (2 vols., 1931) by
W. Marston Acres; vol. ii gives some details about Goschen's
conversion scheme and about the Baring crisis. la regard to the
joint-stock banks, no general history of the amalgamation move-
ment, which so greatly reduced their numbers and increased
thdr scale, has yet been written. There are, however, histories
of individual banks; e.g. P. W. Matthew's History of Barclay's Bank
(1926) and Neil Munro's History of the Royal Bank of Scotland
(1928).
During the eighties and nineties bimetallism attracted serious
attention in England, though it never (as in the U.S.A.) became
a popular issue. The Report of the Royal Commission on Gold
and Silver is Cd. 5512 of 1888.
(d} industrial and technical. This side is covered pretty

